Beyond the Horizon Europe and Green-Deal

how the « FORTH EM Food Science Lab » could contribute to EU goals
Presentation of research topics related to a healthy food system for people and planet
within the Forthem Alliance

Orto Botanico - Palermo

14 th - 16 th of March 2022
FORTHEM Food Science Lab scientific workshop

PhDs and Postdocs research works
Monday, 14 March, 2022

Programm:
Orto Botanico - Università degli Studi di Palermo Via Lincoln 2, Palermo, Italia.
9:00 – 09:30
Welcoming - Prof. Paolo Inglese
Introduction to Food science workshop - Prof. Frederic Debeaufort
9:40 – 10:30
Session A: Chair : Liga Ozolina (UL) + Luis Antelio (JGU)
Coffee break
11:00 – 12:00
Session B :Chair Zane (UL) + Antonio Cilla (VA)
12:00 – 13:00
Light lunch
13:15 – 14:30
Session C : Chair Fabrice Neiers (UB) + Concetta Messina (PA)
Coffee break
15:00 – 16:00
Session D : Chair Nicola Francesca (PA) + Aldo Todaro (PA)
FIT-FORTHEM matchmaking event with food industry representatives

Network of Enterprises and Research
Tuesday, 15 March, 2022

Programm:
Orto Botanico - Università degli Studi di Palermo Via Lincoln 2, PALERMO, Italia.
9:00 – 09:30
Opening ceremony
Rector Prof. Massimo Midiri
Pro Rector for research Prof. Andrea Pace
9:40 - 10:00
Frederic Debeaufort introduces Cluster Vitagora for the Regions of Bourgogne-Franche-Comté (Dijon)
10:00 - 10:20
Antonio Cilla introduces Marta Alandí representative of CEMAS, World Sustainable Urban Food Centre of València.
Coffee Break
11:00 - 11:20
Concetta Messina introduces Antonio Carlino President of District of Fishery and Blue Growth
11:30 - 11:50
Nicola Francesca introduces Sebastiano Di Bella (winery cellar) and industries related to beer
12:00 - 12:20
Round table
12:30
Light lunch
FORTHEM Food science progress meeting and the future of the lab

Network of Enterprises and Research
Wednesday, 16 March, 2022

Programm:
9:00 – 10:00 am
FORTHEM Food science progress meeting

10:30 - 12:30 am
Round table: Representatives of the food labs

Beyond 2022, open discussions on the future of the FOOD SCIENCES LAB, based on Research-Innovation-transfer Missions.

Closure of the event with tasting of UNIPA experimental wines